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IN THE 
OF THE 

Tk\C\T 
GRATEFUL RESOLUTION 

CONCERNS AND GRIEVANCES TO BE ADDRESSED 

AS CONSIDERATION FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTIES 

COMPROMISE AND RELEASE 

GUIDANCE OF THE TRADITIONS AND SPIRITURAL PRINCIPLES 
FELLOWSHIP OF NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS: 

WHEREAS, certain issues, concerns, grievances and disputes 
have come to the attention of concerned members, groups, 
areas and regions of the fellowship that are creating 
internal strife and promoting an on-going controversy that 
all agree is unhealthy to the best interest and sole purpose 
of Narcotics Anonymous; 

WHEREAS, solely for the purpose of promoting the best 
interest of the fellowship and not in any manner, way or 
interpretation, whether directly or indirectly and 
specifically without implication nor admission of wrongdoing 
or liability, this document is being offered in the spirit 
of resolution to identify, promote and to achieve a 
fellowship conscience of the following issues stated 
hereafter

J 
WHEREAS, it is the intent and desire that this G~~ 8 ful -r~C\' 
Resolution serve as a means to create unity and resolve 
differences without the necessity of expensive burdensome 
and contested federal legal action; 

NOW THEREFORE, the concerns and grievances to be addressed 
as consideration for the intellectual properties compromise 
and release are: ~ 

1. An l8-month group conscience p riod ~eemerre 
- all conference businesst/:~ t he up-ee~Aprj] ~ ~~'li'Dn~n~ 

1~9 1 ~~renee so that an adequa e review~all current ~~.~ 
service practices of the WSO, WSB and WSc fby a broad -----~~~ 
fellowship open forum discussion and group conscience can be 
conducted and received prior to furth r ~~Plemented. 

2. Provide for an unedited and un-sensored open forum 
newsletter to be freely distributed to all fellowship groups . 
d~ this comprefi"elIsiv-e- r 8-mG-n-th ~u- Gel'lscief'lee,~~~' rE~$i~~ 

3. To consider and put for~approval by modific at i on tG 
pre. i de the direct election of the 1,88 'beay by the WSC -. -to-

...J W~ BoP 



~mented b¥ motioR-an d- ~~~,~\~,'~ 
r-esolut j O-J:l-. ~~ \o.\U.> 

4. To consider th repeal of Articlx XIII of the WSO ~ 
Bylaws to eliminate ~ the Board ~Oam8Aa sr adoPt~t any 
special meetings amena-me·n:e 1::0 the y-raws and to provide that 
no amendments nor modifications to the Bylaws be made except v rON 
for t:he eOllSentl-o-ttS a 75% approval of the WSo. 

5. To implement the motion approved in 1984 for the WSO to 
creat,!-and maintain archive services:e ~':;~~o· , 

\0 ., , , 
6. 4!Re release dur1ng tIns comprehens~per±oft..r. all 
WSC tapes from 1976 to the present totally uncensore~~ 
including but not limited to all conferences, minutes of 
meetings of all bodies of the fellowship and from this date 
forward to tape all meetings with the availability ~~ 
purchase the tap or minutes thereof at actual cost plus 
mailing fees. ~~~ , 

7. To ,;elOr C, if "ny, .",.....,~ . ~eee~t and ~.,e"uee-~ 
ee~ ei f~ed C .. A. standard audits of WSO, WCC and wsc 'E:from 
1985 to the current to be released to the fellowship upon . 
individual group written request. I~~(~ ~~ 

8. To revise the literature sales Jey the WSO so that the 
WSO maintains literature sales to outside organizations at 
current or slightly higher prices and to establish a new 
fiduciary entity to provide literature sales to the r 

fellowship to meet the fellowship literature needs at \r~ 
production costs plus ~ minimum mark-u~ not ~ exceed 25%. 

9. To place before the fellowship for group conscience~the 
basic text and all changes, (various editions), ~ 
somparisOBs line-by-line Qviaea so that a comprehensive I 

approval can be given basic text ~ considered the ~e.'\o\.USh\" 
~ approved basic text.. ' ~iver of e five (5) year , 
moratorium as required i app yal of a 'nal version is 
completed prior to 1993. J ~~ Le V(\,QU 

0."(\(/1.., U:l. ~ '() 0 e~TfDI), 1, -
. h ' t t' t 'fl ( 10. To restructure the votlng of the fellows lp 0 pu ln 0 j 

effect a group tally service structure modeled along the 
lines of the 1984 WSC P.I. census whereby the trusted 
service shall have the obligation to vote according to the 
region ~conseien~ with votes to be cast 
emocratically/one vote per each group in the region. 

11. To eliminate the JAC and/or to remove the JAC's ability 
to make motions Ct~ ' S-llot e1 iminated- a-l'Hi- conrtnues 
tQ-~d.e-Se.r-v-i-Ges-to-the WSQ as th~i-nance-eommi--'E-1;e-e.. 

12. To allow members of the fellowship, through their 
groups and groups conscience to write and develop literature 
projects without interference or threats of legal action, 



-~ . lr~ 
which literature projects can be offered for approval as 
world literature distrj bution u . er NA literature trust 
copyright~ . d (9therwise can be freely distributed 
for group, area or regional use and benefit under the ,\ ~AR 
guidance an~co plian~e with the Twelve Traditions. ~n~,J~ ~~ 

M~~~ M\'W~ WS£:..L-C!WSo, ·~ ~~\Jl\I} 
13. To pro ide upon written ~quest the current ~ ~~ 
for all trusted servants. ~ 

14. To move the WSO headquarter~ to a central location in 
the United states to avail the fellowship with greater 
access opportunity as well as to provide for a more 
economical and financially feasible distribution of 
literature e*pefis~fid travel expense associated with all 

~i4 

world functions. ~ ~ oJ::> 

15. To conduct world business only upon RSR vote and 
:T ~rv therefore to eliminate the trustee and committee chair o..'('.~ 

o.o.~\~\S\~ I voting, resulting in the return to true group conscience. 

~~:J:~~ ft 16. To d efforts to unify the WSB/WSO Boardsj as may b~ 
determined by =t;he-comprehens±ve~ettp-eefl~ftee--'t:-e- threa tenJhC( 

<\- 0 a necessary checks and balance system. <iUS. .....) 

17. To discontinue efforts to unify the budget unless 
adequate audit and finance committee review procedures are 
institutedm ~~ cr\·:lj3 R~R\.s .~ ~UJs.c.. 

18. To provide a full apology from the WSo and the WSB for 
promoting the controversy concerning the alleged illegal 
literature publication and distribution. 

19. To cease and desist all legal actions against members 
and provide full releases. 

20. To provide an apology to all groups for statements made 
by the speaker at the WCC NA conference and cease and desist 
further distribution of all recordings of the speech unless 
an appropriate disclaimer is used. 

21. Obtain an independent written legal opinion from non
biased legal counsel on the fiduciary relationships and 
ownerships of physical and intellectual properties of 
Narcotics Anonymous~~-t., ill..~ ~. 

22. Create a charitable trust in perpetuity in which the 
benefit? totally and truly accrue to the membership of 
Narcotic Anonymous with strict guidelines for adherence in 
respect to the percentage of funds from all literature sales 
to be returned to promote the basis purpose of the 
fellowship, our fifth tradition. 
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for group, area or regional use and benefit under the 
guidance and compliance with the Twelve Traditions. 

13. To provide upon written request the current addresses 
for all trusted servants. 

14. To move the WSO headquarters to a central location in 
the United states to avail the fellowship with greater 
access opportunity as well as to provide for a more 
economical and financially feasible distribution of 
literature expense and travel expense associated with all 
world functions. 

15. To conduct world business only upon RSR vote and 
therefore to eliminate the trustee and committee chair 
voting, resulting in the return to true group conscience. 

16. To expend efforts to unify the WSBjWSO Boards as may be 
determined by the comprehensive group conscience to threaten 
a necessary checks and balance system. 

17. To discontinue efforts to unify the budget unless 
adequate audit and finance committee review procedures are 
instituted. 

18. To provide a full apology from the WSO and the WSB for 
promoting the controversy concerning the alleged illegal 
literature publication and distribution. 

19. To cease and desist all legal actions against members 
and provide full releases. 

20. To provide an apology to all groups for statements made 
by the speaker at the WCC NA conference and cease and desist 
further distribution of all recordings of the speech unless 
an appropriate disclaimer is used. 

21. Obtain an independent written legal opinion from non
biased legal counsel on the fiduciary relationships and 
ownerships of physical and intellectual properties of 
Narcotics Anonymous. 

22. Create a charitable trust in perpetuity in which the 
benefit totally and truly accrue to the membership of 

f 
Narcotic Anonymous with strict guidelines for adherence in 

II ' respect to the percentage of funds from all literature sales 
to be returned to promote the basis purpose of the 
fellowship, our fifth tradition. 

-:----------
23. All world business travel shall be recorded and made 
available by monthly published document setting forth whom, 
what, where and for what reason. 



24. World shall use all due diligence to book all fli~S 
and travel arrangements at the cheapest advanced rate ith 
all travel to be booked by the World Travel Department~ all 
frequent flyers miles to accrue to the benefit of the WSC. 

25. Provide video and/ telephone conferencing, fax 

~udt 

~
LJS~ 

machine usage and modem wherever possible to conduct -MT-
world business rather than ~~id' pe 
concentrated group meetings ~\~ I' 

26. All WCC merchandising profits shall revert to the 
fellowship to be used in the charitable trust. 

27. Change the WSC annual meeting to the East Coast or at 
least alternate every other year. 

28. Access to the press. Differing viewpoints must be 
heard. As it stands they are not being represented by the 
WSO. Access must be provided to the Newsline and/or 
Fellowship Report mailing addresses. An un-edited/un
censored mailing will be sent out by the WSO to these 
addresses. This mailing will contain opinions, ideas and 
information from Fellowship members, commi ttees, and 
services bodies who are not being represented by our world 
service and whose voice is not being heard by the Fellowship 
at l arge. 

29. Already, information of this kind as been sent out 
through other channels and experience shows there are enough 
members, servants and committees interested in hearing all 
viewpoints to warrant this kind of mailing. If the WSO and 
WSC is truly interested in fully serving the Fellowship, 
then full access to differing viewpoints and opinions is a 
desirable end for all of us. 

30. Fellowship-wide access to a complete, independent audit 
of the WSo including salaries of all paid workers. If an 
individual owns stock in a corporation, this kind of 
information is routinely provided. Each member of NA is 
like a stockholder in the business of NA and as such 
deserves access to our fiscal information. 

31. The Fellowship Team Approach. Organize and implement 
an al ternati ve draft of It Works: How and Why. Teams of 
volunteer addicts will gather at literature workshops to 
complete the draft. The cost to world services would be 
minimal. The workshops will be hosted by various regional 
or area lit committees. The WSO or WSC will primarily be 
called upon to disseminate information about the workshops. 
The final result, two drafts of It Works, will provide the 
Fellowship with a choice; between NA literature written by 
paid staff team writers and NA literature written by addicts 
at workshops. 



32. Adjust literature prices internationally to reflect the 
resources of members in difference countries. 

33. Issues of racism, classism, and sexism must be 
addressed in our service structure. Our structure must more 
accurately reflect the diversity of our membership. 

34 . In response to the 43% drop 
the Conference will distribute 
fellowship asking things such as: 
WSC? Does your region feel it is 
If not, why? 

in donations to the WSC, 
a questionnaire to the 
What do you want from the 
being served by the WSC? 

35. To hire independent tax/corporate attorneys to work 
with a joint committee. 

36. To look into the "corporate structures" of NA and to 
access whether WSO/WCC should be for profit and WSC/RSC's 
should be non-profit for greater tax and charitable benefit 
to the fellowship. 
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32. Adjust literature prices internationally to reflect the 
resources of members in difference countries. 

33. Issues of racism, classism, and sexism must be 
addressed in our service structure. Our structure must more 
accurately reflect the diversity of our membership. 

34. In response to the 43% drop 
the Conference will distribute 
fellowship asking things such as: 
WSC? Does your region feel it is 
If not, why? 

in donations to the WSC, 
a questionnaire to the 
What do you want from the 
being served by the WSC? 
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